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Gergely Gulyás said travelling to Austria, Croatia, Slovakia and Slovenia was relatively risk-free. Other European countries, 

with the exception of the Baltic States and Finland, are grappling with “much higher” infection rates than Hungary, he said. 

The PM’s Office chief noted that Hungary has changed Spain’s coronavirus classification from “green” to “yellow”, indicating 

a higher risk of infection. The government sees a worsening Covid-19 situation across Europe with “dramatic figures”, Gulyás 

said, adding that the government was waiting to re-classify countries other than Spain, with a “less radical increase” in case 

numbers. He voiced satisfaction with the measures taken in Hungary, where the number of active infections has been 

stagnating between 500 and 600.

Answering a question about the government purchasing vaccines against the novel virus, Gulyás said that the government 

had reserved nearly 5 million doses. He added, however, that it was still uncertain when the vaccine could be ready.

The government asks Hungarians to exercise caution when travelling abroad, even if 
the destinations in question are classified as low-risk regarding coronavirus infections, 
the head of the Prime Minister’s Office has said.
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A hippopotamus at the Budapest Zoo which celebrates its 154th anniversary 
this weekend
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GOVT TO SEND TECHNICAL 
EXPERTS TO LEBANON

The Hungarian interior ministry will 

send a group of technical experts to 

Beirut to help mitigate the effects of 

Tuesday’s blast in that city, the head 

of the Prime Minister’s Office told a 

regular press briefing. Gergely Gulyás 

said that the Lebanese government 

had requested such assistance on 

Wednesday night, adding that the 

experts would leave for Beirut on 

Thursday. Gulyás expressed his 

government’s condolences to the 

Lebanese people, and said he hoped 

that an investigation would ascertain 

that the explosion was not a deliberate 

act.

GULYÁS SEES ‘REALISTIC 
HOPE’ OF EMPLOYMENT 
RETURNING TO PRE-
PANDEMIC LEVELS IN 2020

Addressing a regular press briefing, 

Gergely Gulyás, the head of 

the Prime Minister’s Office, said 

there was “realistic hope” that 

employment in 2020 could return 

to last year’s level. He said that the 

latest statistics showed 4.452 million 

people holding jobs in Hungary as 

against the current figure of 4.472 

million. Further figures on economic 

performance are expected this 

autumn but “nobody in the world 

can change the fact that there was 

a six-week stoppage, an extreme 

reduction in economic performance” 

as a result of the novel coronavirus 

epidemic, he added.

Concerning Ukraine’s putting 

Hungary in the “extremely dangerous” 

category in terms of the pandemic, 

Gulyás said that while Ukraine had 

762 active cases per one million 

inhabitants, that figure in Hungary was 

54, which “shows what foundations the 

Ukrainian decision had”. He added that 

many ethnic Hungarians in Ukraine had 

Hungarian citizenship, and they were 

free to enter. “If Ukrainian nationals are 

banned from travelling to Hungary, it 

will be good in terms of slowing the 

epidemic down,” he added.

GULYÁS: PROCUREMENT 
AUTHORITY’S REJECTION 
OF CHAIN BRIDGE 
RENOVATION TENDER 
DOCUMENTS LAWFUL

Asked about the Public Procurement 

Authority’s recent rejection of the 

tender documents for the renovation 

of Budapest’s iconic Chain Bridge, 

Gergely Gulyás, the head of the 

Prime Minister’s Office, said the 

laws in effect made it clear that a 

maximum of eight years’ worth of 

references from potential bidders 

could be taken into consideration. 

This law has been in effect since 2013, 

he said, adding that the Socialist 

governments between 2002 and 

2010 maximised the reference 

period at five years which the Fidesz-

led government then extended to 

eight. The PM’s Office chief said it 

was “irresponsible” of Budapest 

Mayor Gergely Karácsony to look for 

“certain economic interests” behind 

the authority’s decision, adding 

that the mayor should “revert to his 

past calm self” and apologise to the 

government for suggesting that the 

authority wanted to favour certain 

bidders by rejecting the documents.

 Commenting on the suggestion 

that Karácsony believed the 

government was “out to get him”, 

Gulyás said all the “independent Public 

Procurement Authority” was trying to 

get the mayor to do was to correct the 

reference period in the tender. Gulyás 

said Karácsony wanted the project to 

be carried out under regulations that 

“favour him more” than the ones István 

Tarlós, his predecessor, had agreed to. 

But despite all this, Gulyás said, the 

government wants to help the city 

council so that Chain Bridge could be 

renovated as quickly as possible.

Asked about a television interview 

in which Karácsony had not given a 

straightforward answer as to whether 

the city council would be able to fill 

staff vacancies at a retirement home 

on Pesti Road, in Budapest’s eastern 

suburbs, Gulyás said if the municipal 

council was incapable of financing 

the home it should hand it over to an 

entity that was. 

Meanwhile, asked why Hungary’s 

University of Theatre and Film Arts 

had not been allowed to nominate 

any members to the board of trustees 

of the foundation that operates it, 

Gulyás said the matter of who gets to 

nominate members was regulated by 

law, adding that the nominations had 
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been consistent with the law. Gulyás 

said the board of trustees should be 

given a fair chance to carry out its 

responsibilities, adding that it would be 

easier to see in a year’s time whether 

the board had managed the university 

well.  

As regards the recent purchase 

by the Hungarian state of a majority 

stake in the Mátrai Erőmű power plant, 

Gulyás said the government had 

already wanted to acquire the plant 

three years ago but its German owner 

at the time had refused to sell it. He 

noted that the long-term goal was to 

make the power plant carbon-neutral. 

On another subject, he said the digital 

freedom working group set up by the 

justice minister earlier this year was 

also dealing with matters regarding 

the regulation of social media giant 

Facebook, adding that it would be 

worth implementing certain uniform 

European regulations in this area.

Asked if the government had any 

plans to protect journalists after media 

outlets turned up at several journalists’ 

homes in the recent period, Gulyás 

said everyone had a right to privacy 

regardless of their profession. He said 

journalists had the right to take legal 

action if their privacy rights are violated 

by someone turning up at their home, 

adding at the same time this was not 

related to the right to the freedom of 

assembly. The privacy of journalists is 

protected by law, he said, adding that 

the government never believed in 

making distinctions between public 

figures and non-public figures when 

it came to the right to privacy.

HUNGARY OFFERS 
TO SEND DISASTER 
MANAGEMENT EXPERTS 
TO LEBANON

Hungary has offered to send five experts 

in disaster management to Beirut, where 

an explosion on Tuesday killed at least 

135, injured over 5,000 and laid waste to 

much of the city. Hungary responded 

to a call from the European Union’s 

Emergency Response Coordination 

Centre (ERCC) by deploying experienced 

experts in search and rescue, healthcare 

and logistics, the national disaster 

management authority said.

ONE DEATH, 33 
NEW CORONAVIRUS 
INFECTIONS IN HUNGARY

One elderly Covid-19 patient, suffering 

from an underlying illness, has died and 

the number of registered coronavirus 

infections in Hungary has increased 

by 33 to 4,597 over the past 24 hours, 

koronavirus.gov.hu said on Thursday 

morning. The number of fatalities 

increased to 600, while 3,463 people 

have made a recovery. There are 534 

active infections and 74 coronavirus 

patients are being treated in hospital for 

Covid-19, eight on ventilators. Fully 7,227 

people are in official home quarantine, 

while the number of tests carried out 

stands at 352,546. New restrictions on 

entering the country came into force 

on July 12, with the aim of preventing 

the import of infections from abroad. 

Foreign countries have been classed 

into three categories: red, yellow, 

green. The authorities are screening 

arrivals and taking action based on 

the severity of the infection rate in 

each country. This can include ordering 

home quarantine for 14 days and 

compulsory testing. The government 

and the chief medical officer review 

the classification of the countries on 

a weekly basis. To avoid a flare-up of 

the epidemic, the government has 

cancelled the celebrations that draw 

large crowds on the August 20 national 

holiday, including the fireworks and the 

air show. The ban on gatherings of more 

than 500 people has been extended 

beyond August 15. Most infections have 

been registered in Budapest (2,069), 

followed by Pest County (695) and 

the counties of Fejér (379), Komárom-

Esztergom (313) and Zala (265). Békés 

County has the fewest infections (17).

HUNGARY CHANGES 
SPAIN CLASSIFICATION TO 
‘YELLOW’

Hungary has changed Spain’s 

coronavirus classification from “green” 

to “yellow”, indicating a higher risk of 

infection, according to a decision of 

the chief medical officer published in 

the official gazette Hivatalos Értesítő. 

Under regulations in force since July 

15, entrants from countries classified 

as “yellow” or “red” are required to 

undergo health checks and a two-

week quarantine. Foreign citizens are 

not allowed to enter Hungary from 

“red” countries.  Hungary classified as 

“red” or high-risk Albania, Bosnia and 
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Herzegovina, Belarus, Kosovo, North 

Macedonia, Moldova, Montenegro 

and Ukraine, as well as all African 

countries, Australia and most Asian 

countries. The “yellow” countries are 

Bulgaria, Norway, Serbia, Sweden, and 

the United Kingdom in Europe, the 

United States and Canada in America 

and Japan and China in Asia.

GOVT TO SUPPORT MUSIC 
FESTIVAL, CONCERT 
ORGANISERS

Government Spokeswoman Alexandra 

Szentkirályi told a press briefing that the 

government has decided to provide 

2.12 billion forints (EUR 6.1m) of funding 

to support music festival and concert 

organisers whose business has been 

hard hit by the coronavirus crisis. In the 

countryside 80 clubs will be eligible 

for a maximum of 9 million forints of 

funding. Each allocation will help with 

the hosting of 10 events, meaning that 

the organisation of 800 events will be 

supported by 720 million forints, she 

said. Separately 20 major clubs and 

concert venues will each be eligible for 30 

million forints of funding, adding another 

200 events will be organised with 600 

million forints of support. In neighbouring 

countries 11 clubs will get 9 million forints 

each to help host 11 events at each 

venue with the government spending 

100 million forints on supporting 120 

events. Szentkirályi also said that the Petőfi 

Literary Museum will be overseeing the 

distribution of funds for concerts and 

clubs and the Hungarian Tourism Agency 

for festival organisers.

DECLINE IN INDUSTRIAL 
OUTPUT SLOWS FURTHER 
IN JUNE

Output of Hungary’s industrial 

sector fell by an annual 7.8% in June, 

continuing to show signs of recovery 

after falling by 30.9% in May and by 

36.9% in April, when the country was 

under lockdown to contain the spread 

of the novel coronavirus, data released 

by the Central Statistical Office (KSH) 

show. Adjusted for workday effects, 

industrial output dropped by 12.2% 

in June. KSH said output of “most 

segments of manufacturing” fell in 

June. Output of vehicle manufacturing, 

which has the greatest weight in the 

sector, “declined significantly”, but 

output of the computer, electronics 

and optical equipment segment as 

well as the food, drink and tobacco 

products segment “rose by a small 

degree”, it added. In a month-on-

month comparison, industrial output 

rose by a seasonally and workday-

adjusted 17.1% in June. For the period 

January-June, industrial output 

dropped 12.8% year-on-year.

DEPT POLICE CHIEF: 
MIGRATION PRESSURE 
GROWING ON HUNGARY-
SERBIA BORDER

Migration pressure has grown 

significantly on the Hungarian-

Serbian border after a lull in the spring 

due to the coronavirus epidemic, 

Zsolt Halmosi, deputy head of the 

Hungarian police, said. Halmosi told a 

press conference in Röszke, a border 

crossing with Serbia, that half of all 

migrants detained on the European 

Union’s external borders in recent 

months have been apprehended on 

the stretch separating Hungary and 

Serbia. This year, some 18,000 persons 

tried crossing the Serbian-Hungarian 

border illegally, and the number of 

people smugglers arrested this year 

has grown to 207, the highest since 

the 2015 migration crisis, he said.

Border patrols discovered 16 tunnels, 

complete or incomplete, under 

the border fence this year, Halmosi 

said. In response, the authorities 

are reinforcing the fence’s outer 

perimeter and building a mesh barrier 

underground, he said. Hungary has 

closed its transit zones in compliance 

with the ruling of the European Court 

of Justice, Halmosi noted. The 330 

migrants housed there had been 

transferred to open centres, he said, 

noting that “the majority did not 

wait for their asylum procedure to 

be concluded”. At present, only 16 

migrants are still housed at the open 

facility, he said.

Chief Medical Officer Cecília Müller 

told the same press conference 

that uncontrolled migration poses 

“an extreme danger” to Hungary’s 

“excellent” public health and 

epidemiological status. Most of the 

migrants’ countries of origin are 

classified as “red”, or high-risk regarding 

the coronavirus epidemic, she said. 

Even Hungarian entrants from those 

countries are carefully monitored. The 
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entry of illegal migrants may lead to 

hotspots of the epidemic cropping up 

in Hungary, she said.

JOBBIK CALLS FOR ONE-
OFF BENEFITS TO BE TAX 
EXEMPT IN EMERGENCY

The opposition Jobbik party has 

proposed that one-off benefits 

should be tax exempt if extended 

by local councils during a state of 

emergency. Tamás Pintér, the mayor 

of Dunaújváros, central Hungary, told a 

press conference that the government 

had failed to remunerate the “heroic 

efforts” of social workers during the 

novel coronavirus pandemic. The 

local authority allocated 17 million 

forints (EUR 50,000) to supporting 

them, who then had to pay 15% taxes 

on the monies received, Pintér said. 

Lifting those taxes would also ease 

the burdens of local councils, he 

added. Pintér said local councils were 

facing “serious problems”, accusing 

the central government of attempts 

to render their operation impossible.

HUNGARY WEIGHS 
EARLIER ROLLOUT OF 
TAX EXEMPTION FOR 
HOUSEHOLD PALINKA

Hungary’s finance ministry is reviewing 

the possibility of introducing a tax 

exemption on palinka, the national eau 

de vie, as early as 2021, a year before 

a recently issued European Union 

directive allows the preference, state 

secretary Andras Tállai told MTI. Tállai 

noted that EU directive 2020/1151 – of 

July 29, 2020 – allows member states 

to declare fruit distillate for household 

consumption tax free up to 50 litres 

per year from January 1, 2022. He said 

parliament could vote on measures 

transposing the EU directive into 

national legislation as soon as the 

autumn. At present, a 700 forint (EUR 2) 

distillate stamp must be purchased for 

every litre of palinka distilled for private 

consumption. EU directive 2020/1151 

allows the full tax exemption for fruit 

distillate “that is consumed by a private 

individual, the members of his family 

or his guests, provided that no sale 

is involved” and which is “produced 

by that private individual from fruits 

owned, grown and supplied by that 

private individual from a plot of land 

to which that private individual holds 

a title”. The exemption applies to spirits 

distilled in small home distilling devices 

as well as to spirits distilled at larger 

contract distilleries. The EU directive 

also stipulates that member states 

must “lay down conditions for the 

purpose of preventing any evasion, 

avoidance or abuse” of the exemption.

PÁRBESZÉD CALLS ON 
GOVT TO DROP ‘ATTEMPTS 
TO RESTRICT FACEBOOK’

Opposition Párbeszéd has proposed 

a parliamentary decree under which 

the government would be obliged 

to give up its “attempts to restrict 

Facebook”, Párbeszéd deputy group 

leader Bence Tordai told a press 

conference. Tordai suggested that 

Facebook should operate under rules 

by the European Union rather than 

governed by member states. He said 

that the Hungarian government “has 

no tools” to exert such controls, adding 

that “an anti-democratic regime” could 

not ensure the democratic operations 

of social media. Tordai insisted that 

ruling Fidesz had earlier tried to 

“influence users through fake profiles 

spreading fake news” on Facebook. 

He also suggested that the opposition 

should start talks on how to counter 

Fidesz’s attempts at “censorship 

of Facebook”. Earlier, the National 

Data Protection Authority criticised 

Facebook’s “fluctuating” practice of 

“unjustified” suspension of personal 

profiles. The authority suggested that 

the Hungarian government should 

draft rules under which profiles could 

only be suspended with a sound 

reason, and the Hungarian authority 

could overrule those decisions.

MARONITE PATRIARCH 
THANKS HUNGARY FOR 
AID

Maronite Patriarch Bechara Boutros 

al-Rahi thanked Hungarian Prime 

Minister Viktor Orbán for the 

Hungarian government’s sympathy 

and its donation of 1 million euros to 

alleviate the impact of Tuesday’s blast 

in Beirut, the prime minister’s press 

office reported. The donation, sent 

through the government’s Hungary 

Helps programme, was received 

by Lebanon’s Maronite Church on 

Thursday morning. In his letter, the 
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patriarch highlighted the serious 

ramifications of the explosion, the 

huge damage to state and religious 

facilities, as well as the suffering of the 

Lebanese people.

LMP: GOVT UNPREPARED 
FOR DISASSEMBLY OF 
OPERATING NUCLEAR 
REACTORS IN PAKS 

Green opposition LMP has blamed the 

government for what it called its failure 

to duly prepare for disassembling the 

currently operating reactors of the 

Paks nuclear power plant and the 

final disposal of nuclear waste. The 

estimated costs of disassembly total 

1,650 billion forints (EUR 4.8bn) but 

only 300 billion forints is available 

in the Central Nuclear Financial 

Fund, party group leader László 

Lóránt Keresztes told an online press 

conference. As efforts to find a site for 

the final nuclear waste disposal facility 

have come to a deadlock, alternative 

locations should be found for the 

facility, he added.

Citing a public procurement tender, 

Keresztes said that plans for extending 

the lifetime of the current reactors 

seem to be afoot. He assumed the 

authorities were hoping to carry this 

out without acquiring environmental 

licences despite several unforeseeable 

events in the past causing considerable 

power drops. There were 19 events 

just in 2018 involving power drops 

of over 50 megawatts, he said. The 

cabinet’s arguments to justify the 

current expansion of the plant have 

been based on “lies and oversights”, 

Keresztes said. “Nuclear energy is 

neither green, nor safe, nor cheap, and 

Paks2 cannot be a real, economically 

sound alternative,” he added.

MAGYAR POSTA 
MANAGEMENT, UNIONS 
REACH WAGE AGREEMENT

The management and unions of 

state-owned postal company Magyar 

Posta reached an agreement on 

remuneration that will raise wages by 

8%, on average, and keep performance 

bonuses in place, Magyar Posta 

told MTI. The pay increase will have 

retroactive effect from May 1, 2020. 

Fulfilling the terms of the agreement 

will cost Magyar Posta about 6 

billion forints (EUR 17.4m) this year. 

The government is in talks with the 

European Commission on clearing 

state aid for Magyar Posta to cover 

the additional payroll costs. On top 

of the pay rise, Magyar Posta earlier 

committed to pay its employees 5.5 

billion forints in performance bonuses, 

half in April and half in December.

CARDINAL ERDŐ 
APPOINTED TO VATICAN 
ECONOMY COUNCIL

Cardinal Péter Erdő, the Archbishop 

of Esztergom-Budapest, has been 

appointed a member of the Vatican’s 

Council for the Economy, the body 

supervising the economy and 

finances of the Holy See.  The council, 

set up in 2014 by Pope Francis, is a 

high-level economic supervisory 

body and comprises eight cardinals 

and seven lay experts. Erdő also 

holds a seat in the foreign affairs 

advisory body of the Holy See’s State 

Secretariat and in the Apostolic 

Signatura, the highest judiciary body 

in the Catholic Church.


